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Foreword

It has become something of a cliché to say that no relationship will
matter more when it comes to defining the twenty-first century than
the one between the United States and China. Like many clichés, this
statement is true but not terribly useful, as it tells us little or nothing
about the nature of the relationship in question.
Some point to history and argue that strategic rivalry is highly likely
if not inevitable between the existing major power of the day and the
principal rising power. Others challenge such a prediction, emphasizing more the impact of domestic political, economic, and social developments within the two countries as well as the potential constructive
influence of diplomacy and statecraft.
Robert D. Blackwill and Ashley J. Tellis, the authors of this Council Special Report, reach a conclusion considerably closer to the first
of these two propositions. “China represents and will remain the most
significant competitor to the United States for decades to come,” they
write, judging that “the likelihood of a long-term strategic rivalry
between Beijing and Washington is high.” They also argue that China
has not evolved into the “responsible stakeholder” that many in the
United States hoped it would. To the contrary, Blackwill and Tellis see
China as having adopted a grand strategy for itself that is meant to
increase state control over Chinese society and, beyond its borders, to
pacify its periphery, cement its status in the international system, and
replace the United States as the most important power in Asia.
What flows from this assessment is nothing less than a call on their
part for “a new grand strategy toward China that centers on balancing
the rise of Chinese power rather than continuing to assist its ascendancy.” The two authors acknowledge that this new policy “cannot be
built on a bedrock of containment”; they also say that policymakers
cannot simply jettison the prevailing policy of integration. But they do
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advocate what they describe as “crucial changes to the current policy in
order to limit the dangers that China’s economic and military expansion pose to U.S. interests in Asia and globally.”
Stated somewhat differently, the authors recommend a new U.S.
policy of balancing China that would in effect change the balance of
current U.S. policy, in the process placing less emphasis on support and
cooperation and more on pressure and competition. There would be
less hedging and more active countering.
A number of policy prescriptions follow, including the adoption
of policies designed to produce more robust economic growth in the
United States; new trade arrangements in Asia that exclude China; a
stricter technology-control regime affecting exports to China; a larger,
more capable, and more active U.S. air and naval presence in the AsiaPacific region; more intimate U.S. strategic ties with Japan, Australia, the Republic of Korea, India, the countries of southeast Asia, and
Taiwan; and a considerably tougher set of measures to counter Chinese
behavior in the cyber realm.
Interestingly, the report also argues for an intensification of U.S.Chinese diplomatic contacts, recommending a discourse that is “more
candid, high-level, and private than current practice.” The focus of such
talks would be not on the internal political character of China, but on
such issues as Asian security, and would possibly involve experienced
external persons on both sides who would presumably be less constrained by the sorts of rigidities and conventional thinking normally
associated with bureaucracies.
It is clear, though, that this call for real dialogue is not motivated by
any great optimism of what it can achieve. Indeed, the authors conclude
by noting that “the most that can be hoped for is caution and restrained
predictability by the two sides as intense U.S.-China strategic competition becomes the new normal, and even that will be no easy task to
achieve in the period ahead.”
Both authors anticipate that their analysis and recommendations
alike will be controversial and generate substantial criticism, and they
devote their conclusion to addressing what they see as the likely challenges to what they have written. I expect some readers will, as a result,
be persuaded by what is said here; I equally expect that others will
remain unpersuaded that what is being suggested in these pages is either
desirable or feasible. But whatever the reaction or reactions, Revising
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U.S. Grand Strategy Toward China deserves to become an important
part of the debate about U.S. foreign policy and the pivotal U.S.-China
relationship.
Richard N. Haass
President
Council on Foreign Relations
March 2015
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Introduction

In a classic work published at the height of the Second World War,
Makers of Modern Strategy: Military Thought from Machiavelli to Hitler,
editor Edward Meade Earle defined grand strategy as “the art of controlling and utilizing the resources of a nation…to the end that its vital
interests shall be effectively promoted and secured against enemies,
actual, potential, or merely presumed.”1 Elaborating on this idea, Earle
argued that this “highest type of strategy” is precisely such because it
“so integrates the policies and armaments of the nation that the resort
to war is either rendered unnecessary or is undertaken with the maximum chance of victory.”2 With these considerations in mind, Earle
correctly concluded that “[grand] strategy…is not merely a concept of
wartime, but is an inherent element of statecraft at all times.”3 Though
many others have subsequently offered variations on this concept, a
wiser or more comprehensive definition of grand strategy has not been
better articulated.
Since its founding, the United States has consistently pursued a
grand strategy focused on acquiring and maintaining preeminent power
over various rivals, first on the North American continent, then in the
Western hemisphere, and finally globally. During the Cold War, this
strategy was manifested in the form of “containment,” which provided
a unifying vision of how the United States could protect its systemic
primacy as well as its security, ensure the safety of its allies, and eventually enable the defeat of its adversary, the Soviet Union. As Melvyn P.
Leffler succinctly summarized, “the key goals of containment were to
limit the spread of Soviet power and communist ideology. Yet containment was never a defensive strategy; it was conceived as an instrument
to achieve victory in the Cold War.”4 A variety of policies—including
deliberately limiting Soviet connectivity with the major global economic centers of power, sustaining a diverse and sometimes overlapping set of “mutual security agreements” and formal alliances, pursuing
3
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worldwide ideological campaigns to delegitimize the Soviet state and
its policies, and preserving the United States’ industrial and technological supremacy—were successfully implemented to achieve this aim as
Washington entered a new era of geopolitical competition.
In the aftermath of the American victory in the Cold War and the
dissolution of containment, U.S. policymakers have struggled to conceptualize a grand strategy that would prove adequate to the nation’s
new circumstances beyond the generic desire to protect the liberal
international order underwritten by American power in the postwar
era. Though the Department of Defense during the George H.W. Bush
administration presciently contended that its “strategy must now refocus on precluding the emergence of any potential future global competitor”—thereby consciously pursuing the strategy of primacy that
the United States successfully employed to outlast the Soviet Union—
there was some doubt at the time whether that document reflected
Bush 41 policy.5 In any case, no administration in Washington has either
consciously or consistently pursued such an approach. To the contrary, a series of administrations have continued to implement policies
that have actually enabled the rise of new competitors, such as China,
despite the fact that the original impulse for these policies—the successful containment of the Soviet Union—lost their justification with
the demise of Soviet power.
Because the American effort to “integrate” China into the liberal
international order has now generated new threats to U.S. primacy
in Asia—and could eventually result in a consequential challenge to
American power globally—Washington needs a new grand strategy
toward China that centers on balancing the rise of Chinese power
rather than continuing to assist its ascendancy. This strategy cannot be
built on a bedrock of containment, as the earlier effort to limit Soviet
power was, because of the current realities of globalization. Nor can it
involve simply jettisoning the prevailing policy of integration. Rather,
it must involve crucial changes to the current policy in order to limit
the dangers that China’s economic and military expansion pose to U.S.
interests in Asia and globally.
These changes, which constitute the heart of an alternative balancing strategy, must derive from the clear recognition that preserving
U.S. primacy in the global system ought to remain the central objective of U.S. grand strategy in the twenty-first century. Sustaining this
status in the face of rising Chinese power requires, among other things,
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revitalizing the U.S. economy to nurture those disruptive innovations
that bestow on the United States asymmetric economic advantages
over others; creating new preferential trading arrangements among
U.S. friends and allies to increase their mutual gains through instruments that consciously exclude China; recreating a technology-control
regime involving U.S. allies that prevents China from acquiring military and strategic capabilities enabling it to inflict “high-leverage strategic harm” on the United States and its partners; concertedly building
up the power-political capacities of U.S. friends and allies on China’s
periphery; and improving the capability of U.S. military forces to effectively project power along the Asian rimlands despite any Chinese
opposition—all while continuing to work with China in the diverse
ways that befit its importance to U.S. national interests.
The necessity for such a balancing strategy that deliberately incorporates elements that limit China’s capacity to misuse its growing
power, even as the United States and its allies continue to interact with
China diplomatically and economically, is driven by the likelihood that
a long-term strategic rivalry between Beijing and Washington is high.
China’s sustained economic success over the past thirty-odd years has
enabled it to aggregate formidable power, making it the nation most
capable of dominating the Asian continent and thus undermining
the traditional U.S. geopolitical objective of ensuring that this arena
remains free of hegemonic control. The meteoric growth of the Chinese economy, even as China’s per capita income remains behind that
of the United States in the near future, has already provided Beijing
with the resources necessary to challenge the security of both its Asian
neighbors and Washington’s influence in Asia, with dangerous consequences. Even as China’s overall gross domestic product (GDP) growth
slows considerably in the future, its relative growth rates are likely to be
higher than those of the United States for the foreseeable future, thus
making the need to balance its rising power important. Only a fundamental collapse of the Chinese state would free Washington from the
obligation of systematically balancing Beijing, because even the alternative of a modest Chinese stumble would not eliminate the dangers
presented to the United States in Asia and beyond.
Of all nations—and in most conceivable scenarios—China is
and will remain the most significant competitor to the United States
for decades to come.6 China’s rise thus far has already bred geopolitical, military, economic, and ideological challenges to U.S. power, U.S.
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allies, and the U.S.-dominated international order. Its continued, even
if uneven, success in the future would further undermine U.S. national
interests. Washington’s current approach toward Beijing, one that
values China’s economic and political integration in the liberal international order at the expense of the United States’ global preeminence
and long-term strategic interests, hardly amounts to a “grand” strategy,
much less an effective one. The need for a more coherent U.S. response
to increasing Chinese power is long overdue.

China’s Evolving Grand Strategy

Following the Communist Revolution in 1949, China has pursued the
objective of maximizing its national power in order to recover the geopolitical primacy it enjoyed in East Asia prior to the Columbian era.
The arrival of modernity proved unkind to China’s regional predominance—and, in an economic sense, its global standing—embittering
its Maoist founders, who were determined, through their communist
uprising, to retrieve the greatness last witnessed during the mid-Qing
Dynasty, which had been lost due to technological atrophy, domestic
conflict, and external intervention.
Given this painful history, it is not surprising that China’s primary
strategic goal in contemporary times has been the accumulation of
“comprehensive national power.”7 This pursuit of power in all its dimensions—economic, military, technological, and diplomatic—is driven by
the conviction that China, a great civilization undone by the hostility
of others, could never attain its destiny unless it amassed the power
necessary to ward off the hostility of those opposed to this quest. This
conception, shared by all Chinese leaders since 1949, reflects a vision of
politics that views conflict as intrinsic to the human condition. In this
“parabellum paradigm,” superior power alone creates order. China’s
success as a state requires its leaders to possess greater capabilities than
any other entity inside or outside its borders.8
The failure to create such a hierarchy centered on the conjoint
supremacy of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) within the country and China’s primacy within the international system would open
the door to persistent and dangerous threats of the kind witnessed
during China’s “century of national humiliation.”9 Defeating these
dangers requires that the party protect its monopoly over power
within the country while steadily acquiring more power than its
international competitors. As Chinese theorist Ye Zicheng argues in
his treatise on Chinese grand strategy, “There is a close connection
7
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between the rejuvenation of the Chinese nation and China’s becoming a world power. If China does not become a world power, the
rejuvenation of the Chinese nation will be incomplete. Only when it
becomes a world power can we say that the total rejuvenation of the
Chinese nation has been achieved.”10
This vision of strengthening the Chinese state while recovering
China’s centrality in international politics—both objectives requiring the accumulation of “comprehensive national power”—suggests
that the aims of Beijing’s grand strategy both implicate and transcend
the United States’ and China’s other Asian rivals. For China, which is
simultaneously an ancient civilization and a modern polity, grand strategic objectives are not simply about desirable rank orderings in international politics but rather about fundamental conceptions of order.11
Good order in the Chinese world view is ensured by the creation
of a durable hierarchy: an absolute, virtuous sovereign on the inside
and geopolitical primacy on the outside. However, the “rejuvenation
of the Chinese nation” involves more than its strengthening as a state
and its rise to the pinnacle of the international hierarchy. More fundamentally, it requires that others accept this order as legitimate, which
the historian Wang Gungwu has described as a “principle of superiority” underwriting Beijing’s “long-hallowed tradition of treating foreign
countries as all alike but unequal and inferior to China.”12 Consistent
with this principle, Henry Kissinger, describing the traditional sinocentric system, has correctly noted that China “considered itself, in a sense,
the sole sovereign government of the world,” wherein the emperor’s
purview was not “a sovereign state of ‘China’…but ‘All Under Heaven,’
of which China formed the central, civilized part.”13
Because the acquisition of comprehensive national power is therefore meant to both increase the Chinese state’s control over its society
and maximize the country’s overall capabilities relative to its foreign
competitors, Beijing has consistently pursued four specific operational
aims since the revolution—though the instruments used to achieve
these ends have varied over time.

Mai n tai n I n ternal Order
The first and most important aim pursued by China’s leaders since
the founding of the modern Chinese state has been the preservation
of internal order. Though this resolute pursuit of internal order was
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rooted in the CCP’s self-interest, it also stemmed from a deeper Chinese phobia “of social chaos and political fragmentation or collapse,
usually seen as ‘just-around-the-corner’ and often closely associated
with [fears of] aggression and intervention from the outside.”14 Because
of the historical memory of domestic divisions providing incentives for
foreign manipulation and even aggression, China’s rulers have sought
to suppress all political disquiet—increasingly by appeals to nationalism, but by coercion when necessary.
In contemporary times, this fixation on preserving domestic
order has become particularly acute, paradoxically because of China’s recent economic success. High growth has resulted in desires for
expanded personal liberties, but the regime has responded by restricting freedom of expression in various realms. Rapid economic growth
has also dramatically accentuated stratification and social inequalities while increasing social dislocation and corruption nationally. As
a result, the same tool that has accelerated China’s rise in the global
system has also weakened the CCP’s domestic legitimacy, and political
resentment against Beijing has grown, especially in the Han-minority
areas of the country.
Despite China’s meteoric economic success, its leadership does
not possess easy solutions to the current challenges of governance
and legitimacy. Surrendering power in favor of genuine democracy
is unthinkable for the Communist regime, and the palliatives offered
by anticorruption campaigns, the incorporation of rule by law (as
opposed to rule of law), the increased invocation of classical texts in an
effort to seek validation in tradition, the growing ideological emphasis on promoting “Chinese values,” the promotion of a new “Chinese
Dream” centered on “national rejuvenation, improvement of people’s
livelihoods, prosperity, construction of a better society, and military
strengthening,” and the stimulation of nationalism have not yet resolved
the crisis of legitimacy that now engulfs the CCP.15
China’s Communist rulers remain threatened by U.S. campaigns in
support of democracy, the rule of law, and the protection of minorities,
all of which are viewed in Beijing as thinly veiled attempts at either
fomenting secession or engineering regime change. In an effort to ensure
that American democratic values and policies do not undermine the
CCP’s hold on power, Chinese rulers have prosecuted a multipronged
ideological campaign that includes a strident defense of sovereignty and
a concerted rejection of all foreign interest in the nation’s internal affairs,
intense surveillance of suspect domestic groups and nongovernmental
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organizations operating in China, and focused propaganda efforts to
amplify Chinese nationalism and mobilize public support in defense of
the regime and the state.16
Beneath these ideational efforts, however, lies the iron fist. Given the
CCP’s deep-seated fears for its own survival amid the current economic
and social ferment in China, the party has continually expanded its
capabilities for domestic coercion, to the point where its internal security budget, exemplified by the People’s Armed Police (PAP), is larger
than that of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) itself. Clearly, internal
security competes with, and could even trump, external security. Further complicating matters, the party’s army fears finding itself in the
awkward position of having to defend the purported representatives
of the people against the people’s own wrath—a conundrum that may
prove to be explosive if events like Tiananmen Square were to recur in
the future.

Sustai n H igh Econom ic Growt h
Preserving internal control remains the foremost objective of the CCP
today. But the goal of ensuring continued and unchallenged Communist rule leads to the second operational aspiration: sustaining the high
levels of economic growth necessary to preserve social order. Since the
founding of the Communist state, transforming the Chinese economy
has remained an important political aim. After all, Mao Zedong had no
doubts that political power grew out of not only a monopoly of force,
but, more fundamentally, material foundations.
Unfortunately for China, however, Mao’s collectivist strategies
failed to achieve the high levels of growth chalked up by its neighbors,
and his capricious political actions only further stunted China’s development. Yet so long as Mao remained alive, his towering personality
and his ruthless politics—especially the extreme and effective brutality of the PLA and the Red Guards—ensured that the CCP’s hold on
power did not suffer because of economic underperformance.17
Since the beginning of the reform period under Deng Xiaoping,
however, high levels of economic growth have become indispensable.
In the absence of charismatic leaders such as Mao and Deng, economic growth has become important for sustaining the legitimacy of
the CCP—even for China’s current “imperial president,” Xi Jinping.18
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With the shift to market reforms beginning in 1978, the imperative for
high growth has only intensified as the distinctiveness of the CCP as
the vanguard of socialism has progressively eroded. There is nothing
particularly unique about the party anymore, except that it remains the
sole holder of political power in China.
Why this should be the case in perpetuity remains difficult to
answer—and the party has sought to deflect this question by, in effect,
promising high levels of sustained economic growth as its newest
justification for continued rule. This strategy of mitigating a fraying political legitimacy through impressive economic performance
has come to embody the essence of the new social contract in China:
through its economic policies, the party promises rising standards
of living for China’s population and an increase in personal (but not
political) freedoms in exchange for an unchallenged acceptance of
continued Communist rule. For the moment at least, this strategy
appears to be successful. For whatever its discontent may be, the Chinese population ultimately ends up supporting the regime because it
views order and control as essential for maintaining the high rates of
economic growth that generate the prosperity demanded by the citizenry. The populace and the party are thus locked into an uncertain
symbiosis that provides the regime with strength and the polity with a
modicum of stability—a relationship that compels China’s leaders to
maintain strong economic ties with the outside world while protecting the country’s claims and prerogatives internationally as the price
of political success at home.
The aim of sustaining high levels of economic growth, therefore, is
colored by both economic and political imperatives. The former speak
to the development agenda of the Chinese state—the importance of lifting vast numbers of people out of poverty and enriching the population
at the fastest rate possible—while the latter are advanced by the fact that
rapid economic expansion contributes to the CCP’s political legitimacy,
increases its available resources for domestic and international (including military) ends, and underwrites its status and material claims in the
international arena. China’s means of producing high economic growth
have also been distinctive. By liberalizing commodity and labor prices
but not the prices of other elements such as land, capital, and energy,
Beijing created limited free markets in China that operated under the
supervision of a strong and controlling state. Because many foreign
firms invested in China under this scheme, manufacturing consumer
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and industrial goods intended primarily for export, China has become
the “new workshop of the world.”19
This economic model of production for overseas markets is slowly
changing: it is now supplemented by increasing attention to domestic
consumers and by the rise of new private enterprises, but it was controlled capitalism that elevated China’s growth to unprecedented levels,
thus permitting Beijing to portray its older approach—which consisted
of incremental reforms, innovation and experimentation, export-led
growth, state-dominated capitalism, and authoritarian politics—as the
superior alternative to the American framework of free markets overseen by democratic regimes. The global financial crisis of 2007–2008
raised doubts about the wisdom of Washington’s methods of economic
management, giving new life to China’s critique of liberal democracy
and free markets.
Although the attractiveness, endurance, and exportability of
this so-called Beijing model are suspect on multiple grounds, the fact
remains that it has more or less served China well until now.20 This
model has bequeathed Beijing with huge investible surpluses (in the
form of vast foreign exchange reserves), substantially increased its technological capabilities (thanks to both legitimate and illegitimate acquisitions of proprietary knowledge), and—most important—has tied the
wider global economy ever more tightly to China.
Although this last development has generated wealth and welfare
gains globally, it has also produced several unnerving strategic consequences. It has made many of China’s trading partners, especially its
smaller neighbors, asymmetrically dependent on China and thus reluctant to voice opposition even when China’s policies leave them disadvantaged.21 China’s economic integration has also produced higher
relative gains for itself, even with its larger trading partners, such as
the United States—not in the narrow sense pertaining to the bilateral
terms of trade, but in the larger strategic sense that its overall growth
has risen far faster than it might have had China remained locked into
the autarkic policies of the pre-reform period. U.S. support for China’s
entry into the global trading system has thus created the awkward situation in which Washington has contributed toward hastening Beijing’s
economic growth and, by extension, accelerated its rise as a geopolitical rival. Furthermore, China’s growing economic ties have nurtured
and encouraged various internal constituencies within China’s trading
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partners to pursue parochial interests that often diverge from their
countries’ larger national interests with regard to China.22 Finally,
economic integration has shaped the leadership perceptions of many
of China’s trading partners in ways that lead them to worry about
their dependence on and vulnerability to China. Even if such worry is
sometimes exaggerated, it weakens their resistance to both Chinese
blandishments and coercion.23 Given these outcomes, it should not be
surprising that Beijing has consciously sought to use China’s growing
economic power in a choking embrace designed to prevent its Asian
neighbors from challenging its geopolitical interests, including weakening the U.S. alliance system in Asia.
Beijing’s commitment to sustaining high economic growth
through deepened international interdependence, therefore, provides it not only with internal gains—a more pliant populace and a
more powerful state—but consequential external benefits as well, in
the form of a growing military and deferential neighbors who fear
the economic losses that might arise from any political opposition
to China. These gains are likely to persist even as China’s economic
growth slows down over time—as it inevitably will—so long as Beijing’s overall material power and its relative growth rates remain superior to those of its neighbors.24

Paci f y t he Per i phery
The external advantages arising from China’s high growth rates thus
far have strengthened its capacity to achieve the third operational aim
deriving from its quest for comprehensive national power: the pacification of its extended geographic periphery. With the success of economic
reforms in the 1980s and 1990s, Beijing finally reacquired the means to
pursue as an element of its grand strategy a systematic pacification of
its extended peripheries and entrench Chinese dominance in the IndoPacific for decades to come.
The circumstances surrounding this renewed effort at pacification, however, were dramatically different from those of previous
imperial eras. For one thing, China was now surrounded by major
power competitors, such as Russia, Japan, and India. Furthermore,
even the smaller states previously deferential to China at some point
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in the past, such as South Korea and Vietnam, were now successful,
self-regarding entities that, despite their weaknesses, demonstrated
no interest in being subservient to China. And, finally, the desire to
sanitize the periphery to benefit Chinese supremacy in Asia now ran
up against the ubiquitous presence of the United States, its forwardbased and forward-operating military forces, and its formidable alliance system in Asia.
Facing this new environment, Beijing has advanced a variety of
policies aimed toward pacifying its periphery. First, it has used its deep
economic ties with its Asian neighbors to “reduce regional anxieties”
about the rise of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) while “creating mechanisms for Beijing to increase its influence with these regional
neighbors.”25 Second, it has sought to make common cause with some
states, such as Russia, which, despite their own suspicions of Beijing,
have reasons—the Ukraine crisis and Western economic sanctions
in the case of Moscow—to resist joining the larger balancing against
China now under way in Asia.26 Third, Beijing has embarked on a concerted modernization of the PLA with the intention to amass military
power capable of both defeating local adversaries and deterring the
United States from coming to their defense in a crisis.27 Fourth, it has
now renewed older efforts to delegitimize the U.S. alliance system in
Asia, acting on its recognition that Washington remains the critical
obstacle in Beijing’s quest for a neutralized periphery. Accordingly,
China has actively promoted “a new security concept” that rejects U.S.
alliances as anachronisms; demands that Asian security be managed by
Asians alone; and privileges China as the regional security provider of
choice in a situation where, as Xi Jinping recently put it, “development
is the greatest form of security.”28
The desire to pacify the periphery thus signifies a modern adaption
of the traditional aim to entrench China’s centrality in Asia. If Beijing
can successfully achieve these aims alongside a backdrop of continued
internal stability, sustained economic growth, and expanding military
capabilities, China’s ambition to dominate Asia would over time recreate a bipolar system internationally. This achievement, in turn, would
further reinforce the CCP’s central domestic objective: delivering
material benefits to the Chinese population while further increasing
the country’s security and standing, thereby assuring its continued grip
on power.
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Cemen t I n ternat ional Status
The CCP’s desire to preserve domestic control is enhanced by the final
element of the strategic goal of maximizing comprehensive national
power: enhancing China’s status as a central actor in the international
system. Even before the Communist Revolution in 1949, China’s prospects for becoming a major power were assured, as it was given a permanent, veto-wielding seat in the UN Security Council (UNSC). After
President Richard Nixon and Secretary of State Henry Kissinger engineered the American rapprochement with Mao’s China in 1971, China’s
role among the global elite—those few countries charged with managing the international order—was seamlessly transferred to the Communist regime in Beijing. Although such symbolic primacy seemed
hollow when China underperformed economically, it was still critical
in strategic terms insofar as it ensured that no fundamental decisions
involving the UNSC could be made without China’s consent.
Now that China has become a consequential economic power,
its membership in the Security Council has only taken on additional
significance—a fact highlighted by Beijing’s determination to avoid any
expansion of this body that could dilute its own longstanding privileges.
Even beyond the Security Council, however, China’s growing material
capabilities have ensured that it becomes fundamentally relevant to all
institutions of global order. Unsurprisingly, it has sought increasing
power in these bodies—for example, in the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and the World Bank—to orient their operations toward
serving its own purposes. Whether in the functional institutions or in
regional ones, China has indeed “gone global,” seeking and taking an
active role to ensure that the rules made in these bodies not only do not
undermine its interests, but also actively advance them.29 In so doing,
China’s behaviors are similar to those of other previous rising powers
in international politics.
China’s widespread participation in international institutions
today, nonetheless, has produced a mixed record. In some cases, China’s activism has been beneficial for global order, but in many other
instances Beijing has displayed an unwillingness to bear the commensurate costs of contributing toward global governance. Despite possessing the world’s second-largest economy and military budget, China
has generally adopted a strategy of burden shifting, insisting that the
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United States and others bear the costs of providing global public goods
even as China, citing its challenges as a “developing country,” uses them
to maximize its own national power. When international institutions
are not perceived as advancing Chinese interests, the Chinese government has attempted to create or strengthen alternatives, especially ones
that exclude the United States. For example, China has sought to integrate both its Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa (BRICS)
partners and its regional neighbors into economic ventures that rival
those of the liberal international system, including the New Development Bank (widely perceived as an alternative to the World Bank and the
IMF); the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), an
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)–initiated free trade
agreement (FTA) that China has ardently championed; an Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (a rival to the Asian Development Bank);
and an Asia-Pacific FTA (that would knit China closer to its neighbors
in Asia). In other regions of the world, Beijing has initiated the Forum
on China-Africa Cooperation, the China-Arab Cooperation Forum,
and a variety of similar bodies that privilege China’s position and
undermine standards of governance set by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), the World Bank, and
other international institutions.
The character of Beijing’s international involvement, therefore,
suggests that its commitment to the current order is considerably instrumental. China is content to operate within that order to the degree that
it receives material or status benefits, but it has no fundamental commitment to protecting that system beyond the gains incurred. At one
level, this should not be surprising because, as Kissinger astutely noted,
China is still “adjusting [itself] to membership in an international
system designed in its absence on the basis of programs it did not participate in developing.”30 But, when all is considered, this ambivalence
ultimately undermines American national interests and, most important, the premise on which the current U.S. strategy of integration is
based: that China’s entry into the liberal order will result over time in
securing its support for that regime, to include the avoidance of threats
levied against its principal guardian, the United States.31
Because these twin expectations have not materialized, China’s
rise as a new great power promises to be a troubling prospect for
the United States for many years to come. China’s economic growth
derives considerably from its participation in the multilateral trading
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system and the larger liberal international order more generally, but its
resulting military expansion has placed Beijing’s economic strategy at
odds with its political objective of threatening the guarantor of global
interdependence, the United States. At the moment, China displays no
urgency in addressing this conundrum, aware that its trading partners
hesitate to pressure Beijing because of the potential for economic losses
that might ensue. Given this calculation, Chinese leaders conclude that
their country can continue to benefit from international trade without
having to make any fundamental compromises in their existing disputes
with other Asian states or their efforts to weaken U.S. power projection
in Asia.
So long as the United States does not alter the intense “global codependency” that currently defines U.S.-China economic relations, China
is content to maintain the current arrangement.32 China still seeks to
cooperate with the United States whenever possible, but only when
such collaboration is not unduly burdensome in the face of common
interests, does not undercut its geopolitical ambitions to undermine
U.S. primacy, and does not foreclose future options that might one day
prove advantageous to China. Because China recognizes that its quest
for comprehensive national power is still incomplete, it seeks to avoid
any confrontation with the United States or the international system in
the near term. Rather, Beijing aims to deepen ties with all its global partners—and especially with Washington—in the hope that its accelerated
rise and centrality to international trade and politics will compel others
to become increasingly deferential to China’s preferences. Should such
obeisance not emerge once China has successfully risen, Beijing would
then be properly equipped to protect its equities by force and at a lower
cost than it could today, given that it is still relatively weak and remains
reliant on the benefits of trade and global interdependence.
The fundamental conclusion for the United States, therefore, is
that China does not see its interests served by becoming just another
“trading state,” no matter how constructive an outcome that might be
for resolving the larger tensions between its economic and geopolitical
strategies. Instead, China will continue along the path to becoming a
conventional great power with the full panoply of political and military
capabilities, all oriented toward realizing the goal of recovering from
the United States the primacy it once enjoyed in Asia as a prelude to
exerting global influence in the future.

U.S. Grand Strategy Toward China
and U.S. Vital National Interests

The principal task that confronts U.S. grand strategy today, therefore,
is adapting to the fundamental challenge posed by China’s continuing
rise. Integration, the prevailing U.S. approach toward China and the
one followed assiduously since the 1970s, has undoubtedly contributed
to China’s rise as a future rival to American power. None of the alternatives usually discussed in the debates in Washington and elsewhere
about how to respond to China’s growing strength satisfy the objective
of preserving American primacy for yet another “long cycle” in international politics. These alternatives, which include embracing and participating with China, accommodating Beijing through some kind of a
Group of Two (G2) arrangement, or containing China à la the Soviet
Union, all have severe limitations from the viewpoint of U.S. national
interests and could in fact undermine the larger goal of strengthening
Washington’s preeminence in the global system.33 Accordingly, the
United States should substantially modify its grand strategy toward
China—one that at its core would replace the goal of concentrating on
integrating Beijing into the international system with that of consciously
balancing its rise—as a means of protecting simultaneously the security of the United States and its allies, the U.S. position at the apex of
the global hierarchy, and the strength of the liberal international order,
which is owed ultimately to the robustness of American relative power.
There is no better basis for analyzing and formulating U.S. grand
strategy toward China than connecting that strategy directly to U.S. vital
national interests—conditions that are strictly necessary to safeguard and
enhance Americans’ survival and well-being in a free and secure nation.34
U.S. vital national interests are as follows:
■■
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prevent, deter, and reduce the threat of conventional and unconventional attacks on the continental United States and its extended territorial possessions;
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■■

■■

■■
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maintain a balance of power in Europe and Asia that promotes peace
and stability through a continuing U.S. leadership role and U.S.
alliances;
prevent the use and slow the spread of nuclear weapons and other
weapons of mass destruction, secure nuclear weapons and materials, and prevent proliferation of intermediate and long-range delivery
systems for nuclear weapons; and
promote the health of the international economy, energy markets,
and the environment.

Ch i na’ s Challenge to U.S . Vi tal
Nat ional I n tere sts
Although Washington seeks a cooperative relationship with Beijing
regarding nonproliferation, energy security, and the international
economy and environment, the primary U.S. preoccupation regarding these national interests should be a rising China’s systematic effort
to undermine the second vital national interest mentioned—that is, to
fundamentally alter the balance of power in Asia, diminish the vitality
of the U.S.-Asian alliance system, and ultimately displace the United
States as the Asian leader. Success in attaining these objectives would
open the door to China’s ability to undermine the first and third interests over time. As noted earlier, Beijing seeks to achieve these goals:
■■

replace the United States as the primary power in Asia;

■■

weaken the U.S. alliance system in Asia;35

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

undermine the confidence of Asian nations in U.S. credibility, reliability, and staying power;
use China’s economic power to pull Asian nations closer to PRC geopolitical policy preferences;
increase PRC military capability to strengthen deterrence against
U.S. military intervention in the region;
cast doubt on the U.S. economic model;
ensure U.S. democratic values do not diminish the CCP’s hold on
domestic power; and
avoid a major confrontation with the United States in the next decade.
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President Xi signaled China’s aims to undermine the Asian balance
of power at the Conference on Interaction and Confidence Building
Measures in Asia in early 2014 when he argued that “Asia’s problems
ultimately must be resolved by Asians and Asia’s security ultimately
must be protected by Asians.”36 The capacity of the United States to
deal successfully with this systematic geoeconomic, military, and diplomatic challenge by China to U.S. primacy in Asia will determine the
shape of the international order for decades to come.

T he Resp onse of U.S . Grand Strategy
to Ch i na’ s Strategic Object i ves
The long-term U.S. effort to protect its vital national interests by integrating China into the international system is at serious risk today
because Beijing has acquired the capacity, and increasingly displays the
willingness, to pursue threatening policies against which American
administrations have asserted they were hedging. Nevertheless, these
same U.S. policymakers have continued to interact with China as if
these dangerous Chinese policies were only theoretical and consigned
to the distant future. In short, successive administrations have done
much more cooperating with China than hedging, hoping that Beijing
would gradually come to accept the United States’ leading role in Asia
despite all the evidence to the contrary, not least because cooperation
was so much less costly in the short term than military, geoeconomic,
and diplomatic hedging.
China has indeed become a rapidly growing economy, providing
wealth and welfare gains both for itself and for American citizens, but it
has acquired the wherewithal to challenge the United States, endangering the security of its allies and others in Asia, and to slowly chip away
at the foundations of the liberal international order globally. In other
words, China has not evolved into a “responsible stakeholder” as then
Deputy Secretary of State Robert B. Zoellick called on it to become.37
Instead, in recent decades Beijing has used the benign U.S. approach
to the rise of Chinese power to strengthen its domestic economy, and
thus the CCP’s hold on power, to enhance its military capabilities and
increase its diplomatic and geoeconomic sway in Asia and beyond, all
while free-riding on the international order and public goods provided
by the United States and its allies.
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Therefore, the United States should become more strategically proactive in meeting the Chinese challenge to U.S. interests and less preoccupied with how this more robust U.S. approach might be evaluated in
Beijing. (The PRC apparently will remain convinced that Washington
is practicing a containment policy no matter what policies the United
States pursues.38) This means reconfiguring U.S. grand strategy toward
China in the following four ways with consequent and systematic policy
implementation:
■■

■■

■■

■■

The United States should vitalize the U.S. economy at home, construct a new set of trading relationships in Asia that exclude China,
fashion effective policies to deal with China’s pervasive use of geoeconomic tools in Asia and beyond, and, in partnership with U.S.
allies and like-minded partners, create a new technology-control
mechanism vis-à-vis China.39
The United States should invest in U.S. defense capabilities and
capacity to enable the United States to defeat China’s emerging antiaccess capabilities and permit successful U.S. power projection even
against concerted opposition from Beijing.
The United States should reinforce a new set of trusted strategic relationships and partnerships throughout the Indo-Pacific region that
include traditional U.S. alliances but go beyond them, pursuing as
an explicit policy the objectives of both strengthening Asian states’
ability to cope with China independently and building new forms of
intra-Asian strategic cooperation that do not always involve, but will
be systematically supported by, the United States.
The United States should energize high-level diplomacy with China
to attempt to mitigate the inherently profound tensions as the two
nations pursue mutually incompatible grand strategies and to reassure U.S. allies and friends in Asia and beyond that its objective is to
avoid a confrontation with China.

No U.S. grand strategy toward China can succeed without the continuous involvement and leadership of President Barack Obama and
his successors. Despite turmoil in the Middle East and tensions with
Russia, the president should concentrate on managing the greatest strategic challenge to the United States in the coming decades—the rise of
Chinese power. His hands should be continually seen to be on the wheel
of U.S. grand strategy toward China, and he should hold face-to-face
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meetings on the subject much more frequently with Asia’s leaders and
European Union heads of government. Occasional forty-five minute
bilateral talks with his Asian counterparts at the margins of international meetings are insufficient to the task.
The same is true of Congress, which is an indispensable element
in dealing with Chinese power over the long term. Partisan divides and
the press of daily events will not excuse Congress if it largely ignores the
effects of China’s rise on U.S. interests. The congressional role in sustaining a successful U.S. grand strategy toward China is manifested primarily in three areas: giving the president trade-promotion authority so
that he may quickly conclude the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) freetrade agreements now being negotiated in Asia, reforming and providing the defense budgets necessary to maintain U.S. power projection
and a credible Asian alliance system, and continuously holding U.S.
administrations accountable for the implementation of their response
to the rise of Chinese power.

Recommendations for U.S. Grand
Strategy Toward China

To accomplish this robust U.S. grand strategy toward China, Washington should implement the following policies.

Vi tali ze t he U.S . Economy
Nothing would better promote the United States’ strategic future
and grand strategy toward China than robust economic growth in the
United States.40 Recent economic data suggests some optimism in that
regard.41 This must be the first priority of the president and the new
Congress.

E xpand A sian Trade Net work s
■■

Deliver on the Trans-Pacific Partnership. The TPP until very recently
has been conceived by the Obama administration primarily not as a
geoeconomic answer to growing Chinese economic power and geopolitical coercion in Asia, but rather as a shot in the arm of a dying
Doha Round at the World Trade Organization (WTO). Although,
of course, the TPP will not erase China’s asymmetrical economic
advantages with respect to the nations of Asia, it will be a vivid demonstration that the United States is determined to compete on the
Asian economic playing field. By the same token, U.S. grand strategy
toward China will be seriously weakened without delivering on the
TPP. A major push by the White House for ratification should therefore begin immediately in the new Congress and include seeking
trade promotion authority. Many elements of U.S.-China economic
interaction serve U.S. national interests and should be encouraged.42
However, Beijing’s constant challenges to the international trading
23
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system should be resisted and met with a unified response by the
industrial democracies, led by the United States. Washington should
continue to press Beijing to bring China’s currency in line with its
actual market value.
■■

Fashion effective policies to deal with China’s pervasive use of geoeconomic tools in Asia and beyond. Never in history has one government
so directly controlled so much wealth as does the leadership of China.
It is not surprising, then, that as China’s economic might has grown,
so has its ability and inclination to use this power to advance geopolitical ends. China is often correctly described as the world’s leading
practitioner of geoeconomics. For the purposes of this report, geoeconomics is defined as “the use of economic instruments for geopolitical objectives.”43 This has been reflected in coercive geoeconomic
Chinese policies toward Japan, ASEAN nations, and Australia,
among others, with no serious U.S. policy response. A geoeconomic
foreign policy approach would entail these initiatives:
■■

■■

■■

■■

U.S.-Asian alliances should be rebooted for offensive and defensive geoeconomic action. This intensified alliance focus should
be as concentrated on geoeconomics as on political-military
instruments.
The administration should construct a geoeconomic policy to deal
with China over the long term, using the strength and positive
power of the U.S. economy, innovation, and networks to attract
Asian nations; and deal with the PRC’s coercive pressure on its
neighbors, in ways that are always consistent with an international
rules-based system that is so obviously in the national interest of
the United States and its friends and allies.
The U.S. energy revolution should be converted into lasting geopolitical gains in Asia by eliminating constraints on supplying U.S.
allies and friends with gas and oil.

Create, in partnership with U.S. allies and like-minded partners, a new
technology-control regime vis-à-vis Beijing. Washington should pay
increased attention to limiting China’s access to advanced weaponry and militarily critical technologies. Although the United States
certainly should lead the West in expanding international trade,
this policy ought not to be extended to the point where it actually
undermines American power and erodes Washington’s ability to
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discharge its fundamental obligation to guarantee Asian and global
security and meet the Chinese challenge. The virtues of enhanced
trade with China “must not obscure the reality that deepening globalization increases Beijing’s access to sophisticated weaponry and
its associated elements,” including through dual-use technologies.44
Such acquisitions can undermine any American success in balancing
China’s rise with decisive and dangerous consequences.
Today, such capabilities obviously do not reside solely in the United
States—they can be found in many nations, especially Washington’s
European and Asian allies. The United States should encourage these
countries to develop a coordinated approach to constrict China’s
access to all technologies, including dual use, that can inflict “highleverage strategic harm.”45 To establish a new technology regime
toward China, Washington should enter into an immediate discussion with allies and friends with the aim of tightening restrictions on
the sales of militarily critical technologies to China, including dualuse technologies. This will obviously not be easy to accomplish, but
the effort should get under way immediately.

Strengt hen t he U.S . M i li tary
The United States should invest in defense capabilities and capacity
specifically to defeat China’s emerging anti-access capabilities and
permit successful U.S. power projection even against concerted opposition from Beijing.
At present, the Obama administration’s military component to
strengthen U.S. power projection in Asia is small: adding a fourth attack
submarine to Guam; rotating 2,500 marines to Darwin, Australia;
putting a small number of littoral combat ships in Singapore; making
minor improvements in technology, intelligence, and missile defense;
and increasing U.S. naval forces in Asia from 50 percent to 60 percent
over the long term.46
No nation in Asia, least of all China, will take seriously U.S. military enhancement in Asia unless the United States takes the following
vigorous and comprehensive steps:
■■

Congress should remove sequestration caps and substantially
increase the U.S. defense budget.47
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■■

■■

■■

■■
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The White House should work with Congress on thoughtful, meaningful reform of the defense budget and force design. Absent that,
the internal cost drivers (compensation and entitlements) within the
budget will outpace any reasonable increase to the budget.
The existing nuclear balance between the United States and China
should be maintained, as it is crucial to the U.S. posture in Asia.
Washington should accelerate U.S. military capabilities to counter China’s anti-access area denial (A2/AD) programs, especially
in those areas where the United States retains advantage, such as
stealthy long-range unmanned vehicles and undersea warfare.
Washington should reiterate its insistence on freedom of navigation
and overflight, including in exclusive economic zones, for military as
well as civilian ships and planes, and challenge Beijing appropriately
if those norms are violated.
Washington should build military capability and capacity to increase
interoperability with allies and partners in Asia to include aiding the
regional states to develop their own A2/AD capabilities against China.
Washington should accelerate the U.S. ballistic missile defense
posture and network in the Pacific to support allies, among other
objectives.
Washington should enhance efforts to protect its space domain
while developing an aerial alternative to space for high-volume
communications.
Washington should intensify a consistent U.S. naval and air presence
in the South and East China Seas.
Washington should increase the frequency and duration of naval
exercises with South China Sea littoral states.

Implemen t Effect i ve Cyber P olici e s
For the past decade, the United States has tolerated incessant cyberattacks by China on the U.S. government, critical infrastructure, and
businesses. Virtually nothing has been done to stop this cyber assault,
and the “name and shame” approach toward China has clearly failed.
(The U.S. indictment of five PLA officers, of course, had no impact on
China’s cyber espionage.) The Department of Defense cyber strategy
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published in 2011 announced a new doctrine, arguing that harmful
action within the cyber domain can be met with a parallel response
in another domain, known as equivalence.48 No such equivalence has
been exacted on China. Such passivity on the part of the United States
should end, especially since there is no way to reach a verifiable cybersecurity agreement with China. The United States should implement the
following cyber policies:
■■

■■

■■

■■

Impose costs on China that are in excess of the benefits it receives
from its violations in cyberspace. A good starting point is the recommendation of the Blair-Huntsman Commission of an across-theboard tariff on Chinese goods.49
Increase U.S. offensive cyber capabilities to dissuade China’s leaders
from using cyberattacks against the United States and its partners in
the region.
Continue to improve U.S. cyber defenses. Securing cyberspace will
require congressional action, including a law regulating information
sharing between intelligence agencies and the corporate world.
Pass relevant legislation in Congress, such as the Cyber Information
Security Protection Act, allowing businesses to rapidly share intelligence on cyber threats with each other and the government without
fear of lawsuits.

Rei nforce I ndo -Paci fic Partner sh i ps
The United States should reinforce a new web of partnerships throughout Asia that includes traditional U.S. alliances but goes beyond them,
pursuing as an explicit policy the objectives of both strengthening
Asian states to cope with China independently and building new forms
of intra-Asian strategic cooperation that do not always involve, but will
be systematically supported by, the United States.
The United States cannot defend its national interests in Asia without sustained support from its allies and friends. In one way or another,
the PRC seeks to undermine each of these crucial bilateral relationships
to test American strength and resilience in defending and promoting these ties in Northeast, Southeast, and South Asia. The first step
in combating these corrosive Chinese efforts is to recognize that they
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are occurring; the second is to develop strategies to defeat them. At the
same time, it is essential that Washington constantly reassure its democratic partners in Asia that it seeks to avoid a confrontation with China
and that the steps delineated below are prudent in order to maintain the
existing balance of power and to protect Western national interests in
the Indo-Pacific.
■■

Japan: No other U.S. relationship approaches that with Japan in
maintaining the current balance in Asia and dealing with the rise
of Chinese power. Indeed, without close and enduring U.S.-Japan
security cooperation, it is difficult to see how the United States could
maintain its present power and influence in Asia. Thus, as Japan continues to emerge from its post–World War II self-imposed security
constraints, the United States should continually support this crucial
alliance partner by
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

substantially expanding its security relationship with Japan, encompassing all of Asia;
helping upgrade the Japan Self-Defense Forces (JSDF), including Japan’s capabilities for joint/combined-arms/amphibious
operations;
aligning concepts such as air-sea battle and dynamic defense
through a dialogue with Japan on roles, missions, and capabilities;50
reinvigorating an extended deterrence dialogue with Japan;
intensifying ballistic missile defense (BMD) cooperation with
Japan;
signaling more often that Japan remains fully and reliably under a
U.S. security umbrella;
supporting Japan’s cooperation with Vietnam, Australia, India, and
other nations concerned with the rise of Chinese power; and
allowing liquefied natural gas exports to Japan.

South Korea: The U.S. strategic relationship with the Republic of
Korea (ROK) is essential to maintaining the balance of power in Asia.
In that context, these bilateral ties should be reinforced by
■■

■■

ensuring adequate military capabilities are present on the Korean
peninsula in the context of provocations from North Korea;
working with the ROK (and Japan) to develop a comprehensive
strategy for regime change in North Korea;
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■■

■■

■■

formulating with Seoul a shared vision for dealing with Korean
unification;
boosting the credibility of U.S.-extended nuclear guarantees to
South Korea;

■■

increasing support for the ROK’s BMD capabilities; and

■■

encouraging the ROK to eventually join the TPP.

Australia: Australia is the southern anchor of U.S. relationships in
the Pacific and, as a nation facing the Indian and Pacific Oceans, an
essential link in U.S. Indo-Pacific strategy. The United States and
Australia should cooperate to achieve the following goals:
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■
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The United States should use the Stirling naval base near Perth to
support increased U.S. naval force structure in the region.
The United States should immediately accelerate cyber, space, and
undersea cooperation with Australia.
The United States and Australia should jointly deploy surveillance
aircraft and unmanned aerial vehicles on the Cocos Islands (Australian territory) in the Indian Ocean.
The two countries should work together to more rapidly identify
potential Australian contributions to ballistic missile defense.
The scope and frequency of Australia’s hosting of rotational
deployments of U.S. military personnel should be increased.51
The U.S.-Australia free trade agreement should be upgraded, particularly as Australia progresses toward FTAs with Japan, Korea,
and China.52 Similarly, Australia should be included in the TPP.
Washington should support Australia’s efforts to expand its strategic interaction with like-minded Asian nations.

India: Especially in the face of an increasingly assertive China, the
United States benefits from the presence of a robust democratic
power that is willing to and capable of independently balancing Beijing’s rising influence in Asia.53 The United States should
■■

■■

■■

substantially loosen its restraints on military technology transfer
to India;
regard Indian nuclear weapons as an asset in maintaining the current balance of power in Asia;
markedly increase U.S.-India military-to-military cooperation,
especially between the two navies;
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■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

systemically assist India in building maritime capabilities in the
Indian Ocean and beyond, including through substantial technology transfer;
develop a global counterterrorism relationship with India;
further incentivize India to sign defense cooperation agreements,
including the Logistics Supply Agreement (LSA), the Communications Interoperability and Security Memorandum of Agreement
(CISMOA), and the Basic Exchange and Cooperation Agreement
for Geospatial Cooperation (BECA);
advocate much more actively for India’s long-pending request for
membership in the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC)
forum and in the global nonproliferation regimes; and
vigorously support India’s “Act East” policy to strengthen its power
projection and influence into Southeast and East Asia.

Southeast Asia: ASEAN nations are a primary target of China’s geoeconomic coercion, not least regarding issues in the South China
Sea. The United States should
■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

■■

push harder for meaningful defense reform within the Armed
Forces of the Philippines to develop a full range of defense capabilities that would enable the government to deter and prevent intrusions on or possible invasion of Philippine territory;
boost Indonesia’s role in joint exercises and expand its scope, symbolically indicative of Jakarta’s growing centrality to security in the
Asia Pacific, and gear military aid, training, and joint exercises with
Indonesia toward air-sea capabilities;54
help Singapore upgrade its current air force capabilities from F-16s
to F-35s;
encourage Malaysia to fully participate in the Proliferation Security Initiative, which it agreed to join in April 2014, and promote
more active Malaysian involvement in combined exercises, domain
awareness architectures, and the like;
seek to expand the scope of activities during the annual U.S.Vietnam naval exercises to include joint humanitarian assistance
and disaster relief, and/or search and rescue exercises, and make
more frequent stops at the port at Cam Ranh Bay in the short term;55
establish strategic International Military Exchange Training (IMET)
programs with Myanmar, with a focus on professionalizing the
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military, and continue to integrate the Myanmar military into, and
expand its participation in, joint international military exercises;56
■■

■■

■■

advocate substantial IMET expansion throughout Southeast Asia;
and
help build domestic democratic political capacity throughout the
region.

Taiwan: A comprehensive, durable, and unofficial relationship
between Taiwan and the United States should be a feature of an
invigorated U.S. grand strategy toward China, including through
the legislative framework of the Taiwan Relations Act (TRA). The
United States should reaffirm its military commitment to Taiwan
by upholding TRA obligations to “provide Taiwan with arms of a
defensive character.” Possible future arms sales to Taiwan could
include signals intelligence aircraft, transport aircraft, upgraded
engines for F-16s, upgrades to frigates and other ships, and/or landbased missile defense systems.57

Energi ze H igh -Le vel Di plomacy
Wi t h Bei ji ng
The United States should energize high-level diplomacy with China to
attempt to mitigate the inherently profound tensions as the two nations
pursue mutually incompatible grand strategies, and to reassure U.S.
allies and friends in Asia and beyond that Washington is doing everything it can to avoid a confrontation with Beijing.
Despite the destabilizing objectives of China’s grand strategy in Asia
and in the context of implementing the many policy recommendations
in this report to systemically strengthen the American response to the
rise of Chinese power, the United States bears major responsibilities
to promote international stability, prosperity, and peace—in Asia and
across the globe.
In this context, take into account the negative consequences for each
country’s formidable domestic challenges if the United States and
China seriously mismanage their relationship. Imagine the tumultuous
effects on the global economy. Consider the dramatic increase in tension throughout Asia and the fact that no country in this vast region
wants to have to choose between China and the United States. Envision
the corrosive impact on U.S.-China collaboration on climate change.
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Picture the fallout over attempts to deal with the nuclear weapons programs of North Korea and Iran.
With this in mind, the U.S.-China discourse should be more
candid, high level, and private than current practice—no rows of officials principally trading sermons across the table in Washington or
Beijing. Bureaucracies wish to do today what they did yesterday, and
wish to do tomorrow what they did today. It is, therefore, inevitable
that representatives from Washington and Beijing routinely mount
bills of indictment regarding the other side. All are familiar with these
calcified and endlessly repeated talking points. As the Chinese proverb puts it, “To talk much and arrive nowhere is the same as climbing
a tree to catch a fish.”
For such an intensified high-level bilateral dialogue between Washington and Beijing to be fruitful, it should avoid concentrating primarily on the alleged perfidious behavior of the other side. For instance,
no amount of American condemnation of China’s human rights practices—private or by megaphone—will consequentially affect Beijing’s
policies, including toward Hong Kong, and no degree of Chinese complaints will lead the United States to weaken its alliance systems that
are indispensable to the protection of its vital national interests. Nor
is it likely that either side will admit to its actual grand strategy toward
the other. In any case, endemic contention will over time contribute to
a systemic worsening of U.S.-China bilateral relations that results in all
the destructive consequences enumerated earlier.
Instead, after thorough consultations with its Asian allies, the United
States should commit to working with China on two or three issues that
would make a positive contribution to bilateral ties and to international
peace and security. After the November 2014 U.S.-China summit in
Beijing, Asian security would be good subject with which to begin. For
example, subjects for joint exploration could include the possibility of
creating a version of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in
Europe for Asia, expanding the talks on North Korea to include broader
Asian security issues, or agreeing on enhanced security confidencebuilding measures between the two sides. To inspire fresh thinking and
creative policy initiatives, it might be best if the senior individuals to
take the lead in these talks were not in the direct national security chain
of command.
Bipartisan candidates for such a U.S. team include Thomas Donilon,
former Obama national security advisor, and Robert Zoellick, former
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World Bank president and George W. Bush administration policymaker. The Chinese side would have similar credentials and all these
individuals would, of course, need the confidence of their respective
leaders. Such a channel would simply recognize the reality that the two
countries’ strategic policies are being primarily designed not by foreign
and defense ministries, but by those close to each president and by the
presidents themselves, and that the current means of bilateral interaction are not adequate for the task.

Conclusion

Policy experts critical of the grand strategy toward China proposed
in this report will likely fall into at least six categories. First, some will
argue that China has no grand strategy. Although there may be those in
Beijing who disagree with China’s current strategic approach, its dominating elements are not a mystery. Chinese officials insistently argue
that the U.S. alliance system in Asia is a product of the Cold War and
should be dismantled; that the United States’ Asian allies and friends
should loosen their U.S. ties and that failure to do so will inevitably produce a negative PRC reaction; that U.S. efforts to maintain its current
presence and power in Asia are dimensions of an American attempt
to contain China and therefore must be condemned and resisted; that
U.S. military power projection in the region is dangerous and should be
reduced (even as the PLA continues to build up its military capabilities
with the clear objective of reducing U.S. military options in the context
of a U.S.-China confrontation); and that the U.S. economic model is
fundamentally exploitative and should have no application in Asia. To
not take seriously official Chinese government statements along these
lines is to not take China seriously. That Beijing does not hope to realize these policy goals in the short term does not reduce their potential
undermining effect in the decades ahead. In short, if China were to
achieve the policy objectives contained in these official statements, it
would clearly replace the United States as Asia’s leading power. If that
does not represent a PRC grand strategy, what would?
Second, some may say that the analysis and policy recommendations in this report are too pessimistic, based on a worst-case appraisal
of Chinese behavior. To the contrary, we draw our conclusions from
China’s current actions regarding its internal and external security, its
neighbors, and U.S. presence in Asia. We project nothing that is not
already apparent in China’s present policies and strategic intentions.
Nevertheless, this hardly represents the worst case if China began to
34
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behave like the Soviet Union, necessitating something far more costly
than balancing. The word “containment” comes to mind, and we certainly do not recommend that vis-à-vis China in current circumstances,
not least because no Asian nation would join in such an endeavor.
Other policymakers might argue that China’s international behavior is “normal” for a rising power, that China is gradually being socialized into the international system and it is far too early for Washington
to give up on comprehensive cooperation and strategic reassurance
toward Beijing. The issue here is how long the United States should
pursue a policy toward China that is clearly not sufficiently protecting U.S. vital national interests. Although Beijing has in general acted
responsibly in the international lending institutions and may be slowly
moving toward progress on difficult issues (such as climate change),
Kurt Campbell, former State Department assistant secretary for
East Asian and Pacific affairs in the Obama administration, recently
stressed, “We were always looking for deeper cooperation with China
and attempts to have on-the-ground cooperation—for example, on aid
or humanitarian support operations, we weren’t able to bring about;
in military-to-military relations, on the diplomatic agenda, on aid, we
found it very difficult to get meaningful results.”58
“Meaningful results” have been so difficult to achieve in the U.S.China relationship precisely because China seeks to replace the United
States as the leading power in Asia. And although Chinese behavior
may be “normal” for a rising nation, that does not diminish China’s
overall negative impact on the balance of power in the vast Indo-Pacific
region; nor does it reduce the crucial requirement for Washington to
develop policies that meet this challenge of the rise of Chinese power
and thwart Beijing’s objective to systematically undermine American
strategic primacy in Asia.
Fourth, some may assert that China’s integration into the international system broadly serves important U.S. purposes, binds Beijing to a
rules-based system and increases the costs to the PRC of going against it,
and thus should trump other U.S. concerns about China’s internal and
external behavior. We accept that integrating China into international
institutions will continue and that the United States will accrue some
benefits from that activity. Our argument is that basing U.S. grand strategy primarily on such Chinese global integration ignores the strategic
reality that China has made far greater relative gains through such processes than the United States has over the past three decades, that China
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has accordingly increased its national power in ways that potentially
deeply threaten U.S. national interests in the long term, and that therefore the United States needs to understand and internalize this disturbing fact and respond to such PRC international assimilation with much
more robust American policies and power projection into Asia.
Fifth, critics may also say that the United States’ Asian allies and
friends will never go along with the grand strategy outlined in this
document. This concern seems to concentrate not on the merits of
our strategic approach, but rather on its reception in the region. In
any case, what the allies want is not to cut ties with China, but rather
increased U.S. capabilities in the region, increased reassurance of
American protection, and increased U.S. support for their own economic growth and security. The grand strategy outlined in this report
advances all of these objectives. Moreover, it is difficult to exaggerate
the current anxiety among virtually all Asian nations about the strategic implications of the rise of Chinese power, recent examples of PRC
aggressiveness in the East and South China Seas, and the conviction
that only the United States can successfully deter Beijing’s corrosive strategic ambitions. Because of PRC behavior, Asian states have
already begun to balance against China through greater intra-Asian
cooperation—actions that are entirely consistent with and only reinforce our U.S. grand strategy. Indeed, the worry across Asia today is
not that the United States will pursue overly robust policies toward
China; rather, it is that Washington is insufficiently aware of Beijing’s
ultimate disruptive strategic goals in Asia, is periodically attracted to
a G2 formula, and may not be up to the challenge of effectively dealing with the rise of China over the long term. These deeply worried
views across Asian governments are fertile ground on which to plant a
revised U.S. grand strategy toward China.
Moreover, a close examination of the specific policy prescriptions
in this study reveal few that would not be welcomed by the individual nations of Asia to which they apply. Although this major course
correction by the United States toward China would not gain allied
endorsement overnight, with sustained and resolute U.S. presidential
leadership and the immense leverage the United States has with its
Asian allies and friends, this is not too steep a strategic hill to climb,
especially given the profound U.S. national interests at stake across
Asia. Finally, nothing in this grand strategy requires the United
States and its allies to diminish their current economic and political
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cooperation with China. Rather, the emphasis is on developing those
U.S. and allied components that are ultimately necessary to make this
cooperation sustainable. In other words, if the balance of power alters
fundamentally, U.S. and Asian economic cooperation with China
could not be maintained.
Finally, the question arises regarding how China will respond
to the U.S. grand strategy recommended here. Are not the risks of
pursuing this grand strategy too great? One could certainly expect a
strong Chinese reaction and a sustained chill in the bilateral relationship, including fewer meetings among senior officials, little progress
on bilateral economic issues, less opportunities for American business in China, reduced military-to-military interaction, a reduction in
societal interchange, and perhaps fewer Chinese students in American
universities. (We dismiss the likelihood that China would respond to
the measures recommended in this report by selling off its U.S. bond
holdings because of the consequential reduction in their value.) These
steps by Beijing would not be trivial but also would not threaten vital
U.S. national interests. If China went further in its policy as opposed to
reacting rhetorically, the more aggressive Beijing’s policy response and
the more coercive its actions, the more likely that America’s friends and
allies in Asia would move even closer to Washington. We do not think
that China will find an easy solution to this dilemma.
Moreover, it is likely that Beijing would continue to cooperate
with the United States in areas that it thinks serve China’s national
interests—on the global economy, international trade, climate change,
counterterrorism, the Iranian nuclear weapons program, North Korea,
and post-2016 Afghanistan. Put differently, we do not think the Chinese leadership in a fit of pique—hardly in China’s strategic tradition—
would act in ways that damage its policy purposes and its reputation
around Asia. In short, this strategic course correction in U.S. policy
toward China would certainly trigger a torrent of criticism from Beijing
because it would begin to systemically address China’s goal of dominating Asia and produce a more cantankerous PRC in the UN Security
Council, but it would not end many aspects of U.S.-China international
collaboration based on compatible national interests. Although there
are risks in following the course proposed here, as with most fundamental policy departures, such risks are substantially smaller than those that
are increasing because of an inadequate U.S. strategic response to the
rise of Chinese power.
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In any case, there is no reason why a China that did not seek to overturn the balance of power in Asia should object to the policy prescriptions contained in this report. And which of the policy prescriptions
would those who wish to continue the current prevailing U.S. approach
to China—that is, cooperation—reject? In short, these measures do not
“treat China as an enemy” as some American analysts rightfully warn
against; rather, they seek to protect vital U.S. and allied national interests, a reasonable and responsible objective.
Washington simply cannot have it both ways—to accommodate
Chinese concerns regarding U.S. power projection into Asia through
“strategic reassurance” and at the same time to promote and defend
U.S. vital national interests in this vast region. It is, of course, the
second that must be at the core of a successful U.S. grand strategy
toward China.
In this same sense, there is no real prospect of building fundamental trust, “peaceful coexistence,” “mutual understanding,” a strategic
partnership, or a “new type of major country relations” between the
United States and China. Rather, the most that can be hoped for is caution and restrained predictability by the two sides as intense U.S.-China
strategic competition becomes the new normal, and even that will be
no easy task to achieve in the period ahead. The purpose of U.S. diplomacy in these dangerous circumstances is to mitigate and manage the
severe inherent tensions between these two conflicting strategic paradigms, but it cannot hope to eliminate them. Former Australian Prime
Minister and distinguished sinologist Kevin Rudd believes the Chinese
may have come to the same conclusion: “There is emerging evidence
to suggest that President Xi, now two years into his term, has begun
to conclude that the long-term strategic divergences between U.S. and
Chinese interests make it impossible to bring about any fundamental
change in the relationship.”59
The Obama administration has clearly pursued a policy approach
far different than the one recommended in this report. To be clear,
this involves a more fundamental issue than policy implementation.
All signs suggest that President Obama and his senior colleagues have
a profoundly different and much more benign diagnosis of China’s
strategic objectives in Asia than do we. Like some of its predecessors,
the Obama administration has not appeared to understand and digest
the reality that China’s grand strategy in Asia in this era is designed to
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undermine U.S. vital national interests and that it has been somewhat
successful in that regard. It is for this overriding reason that the Obama
team has continued the cooperate-but-hedge policy of its predecessors,
but with much greater emphasis on cooperating than on hedging.
Many of these omissions in U.S. policy would seem to stem from
an administration worried that such actions would offend Beijing and
therefore damage the possibility of enduring strategic cooperation
between the two nations, thus the dominating emphasis on cooperation. That self-defeating preoccupation by the United States based on
a long-term goal of U.S.-China strategic partnership that cannot be
accomplished in the foreseeable future should end.
The profound test that the rise of Chinese power represents for
the United States is likely to last for decades. It is unrealistic to imagine
that China’s grand strategy toward the United States will evolve in a
way—at least in the next ten years—that accepts American power and
influence as linchpins of Asian peace and security, rather than seeks to
systematically diminish them. Thus, the central question concerning
the future of Asia is whether the United States will have the political
will; the geoeconomic, military, and diplomatic capabilities; and, crucially, the right grand strategy to deal with China to protect vital U.S.
national interests.
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